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On September 2, 2017, 9 Minutes self-read the opinions expressed by entrepreneurial contributors. I'm reading Entrepreneurial India, the international franchise of entrepreneurial media. Almost 10 years ago, I started a blog. It was a blog about motorcycles. I started that blog because the company that gave me the placement offer had delayed my sign-up
date. The decision to start a blog was the best career decision I've ever made in my life. It helped shape my digital marketing career and after working in a fledgling city leading in India as a digital marketing manager I made me today, I am taking steps to start my own digital marketing agency. Although we have not yet completed our company registration, we
already have 150 customers lined up and ready to sign up for the service. If there's one thing I want to attribute most of the success of my career to - it will be blogging. However, people are skeptical and it is hard to believe that they can actually become digital marketing professionals through blogging. Here's how blogs can help you become a digital
marketing expert. It will also answer the following question that people keep asking me: How do I land a senior digital marketer position at a fancy company? How do I learn marketing tactics that no one else is using? How do I create a personal brand with a company that approaches me to hire my services? There are many aspects to digital marketing. The
market is so large that each module needs a separate expert inside the company. Some of the key modules of digital marketing include: Content Marketing Search Engine Optimization Engine Marketing Social Media Marketing Social Media Marketing Marketing Marketing Marketing Marketing Marketing Marketing Marketing Marketing Analysis should be able
to build your brand from scratch by conducting high-quality digital marketing campaigns to become a true digital marketer. And to do this, you need to know how to take advantage of all the techniques mentioned above. And, if you want to be an expert on one of those skills, you need to go deeper into it and master it. In digital marketing, we call it T-shaped
marketers. Horizon of 'T' knows all the basic components to be a good digital marketer, and the vertical line of 'T' has become an expert in one of the components. To master one of the mentioned skills, it will take a lifetime and it will be almost impossible to do so with the traditional method of learning. You can only become a master when you successfully
apply knowledge, not when you complete training. And given the rapidly changing nature of technology, you need to constantly learn and apply it. Now let's take a look at each technique and how blogging can help you master it. Content marketing: Content marketing is the hottest technology in demand. Content marketing is not about writing blog posts or
articles and posting them online. According to Seth Godin, Content The only marketing that remains is. More and more companies are gaining more traction as they begin to realize its importance. And that's mainly because advertising is becoming inefficient every day. How can using a blog help you master content marketing? Three important stages of
content marketing are planning, creation, and promotion. Sitting down for a month to combine your blogging calendar is somewhat the same as the content marketing planning phase. With each blog post idea, you'll know what you're trying to achieve with a specific blog post and plan, and how to achieve your goals. If you don't do this, it's likely that your post
won't help you achieve 큽 goal. When you start writing a blog post, do a little research on the topic or idea, and then create an outline first, and then set it up to write, edit, and publish the blog post. This is the same as the content creation phase. Research, overview, creation, editing, and publishing are key steps in the content creation process. Each blog post
you write allows you to refine and time each step, so you can master it. Blogs don't stop posting what you write. It's the next important step to get visitors to read, share, and promote. Most of the bloggers ignore this step or fail this and result in the premature death of their blog. Experts recommend spending 60% on promotions if you spend 40% on writing
blog posts. There are many options including social media marketing and advertising, search engine optimization and marketing, email marketing, and more. We will discuss them when we approach those technologies. Here you will learn the promotional stages of content marketing. Blogging is a way to help you master content marketing. Search engine
optimization: Widely known as SEO, search engine optimization is the most popular and most difficult technique to master. Google adjusts its ranking algorithm 200 times a year to keep practitioners on their toes with tactics that worked before Google could push updates and become obsolete immediately. These two steps are the beginning of a good SEO
process. While you're writing a blog post, you're using target keywords in the right areas to improve the ranking potential of those articles. It is also available in URL and anchor text. The 'page optimization' part of SEO. When you post, you can promote your blog to influencers. You can use social channels to promote. We also consider tactics such as using
PR coverage, posting links to blog posts to the community, or using social. These steps are part of seo's 'link building' component. Therefore, we are mastering an important component of SEO while focusing on writing and promoting blog posts. Search engine marketing: If you want to excel in blogging, you can't rely solely on organic traffic. Getting organic
traffic to new blog posts can take time, so you can leverage Google AdWords and Bing Ads to gain instant traction. It doesn't cost much because you can focus on research or recognized keywords for your ads. Plus, you don't have to focus on AdWords or Bing ads, you can try and test second-tier and tier 3 players like 7Search, AOL search, and more. If
you choose to use this tactic, you'll learn how to create ad campaigns, write ads, measure and optimize ads, and master search engine marketing PPC ads. Social media marketing: Social blogs are considered a blog activity because they are an essential component of success and can evoke blog post comments, likes, and reader sharing at an earlier time.
To engage with social media, you need to learn the right time to create social media posts that you can post on social media and get likes and shares. That way, you can learn and master social media marketing. Social media ads: Facebook doesn't want to get a lot of free likes and shares, and the organic coverage of posts is known to be declining by the
day. Running successful social media ads has been an important component of success as a blogger. Many bloggers recognize this change and have failed to adapt to it and have cost them, robbing many of their readers and sharing from them. This opens the path to learning and mastering social media advertising, email marketing: listing building and
blogging will focus on it by successful bloggers (or anyone who wants to be a successful blogger). In addition, as part of blog monetization, bloggers use email to support monetization plans. Keeping readers updated with the latest blog posts through weekly newsletters, engaged readers with email-only content, and promoting products and services via email
are just a few of the email tactics bloggers commonly use. And these tactics are the most important component of email marketing. Build, manage, and join email lists so you can use them while you're mastering email marketing. Marketing automation: The most savvy blogger automates marketing. When a new blog post is published, it is automatically
published to your social media profile, submitted to the ping server, and added to your sitemap. We also categorize and show relevant content and ads to readers based on the origin of their visits. Email automation allows you to tag, segment, and promote relevant content and suggestions. All this is part of a set of marketing automation skills and blogging
can help you learn it You need to know about your blog readers - where they come from, what they spend, where they leave, how much they spend and what they do to help with analytics tools like Google. Mastering these analytics tools is important to improve your game by posting more blog posts on topics where bloggers can get more readers, likes, and
shares. All good bloggers will be pro analytics users. Integrated digital marketing: By now, you've probably realized that being a successful blogger doesn't depend on luck. It depends on how you use your marketing channels and tactics together to achieve the best results. Achieving results using more than one marketing channel and tactic is called
integrated digital marketing. And if you're focused on generating the best results for your blog, you can automatically master integrated digital marketing techniques. Right now, it's clear how you can become a digital marketing expert through blogging. If you're serious about blogging and do everything you need to make a successful blog, you'll eventually
become a digital marketing expert. Expert.
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